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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper, Pranger [l] proved a formula for the density function 
of a vibrating string with fixed ends in terms of its eigenvalues and their 
spatial rates of change 
(l.la) 
where 
s(x) = 1 [w;(x)] ~ ‘; n = 1, 2, . . (l.lb) 
Here, w,,(L) are the eigenfrequencies of 
u” + wf,p(x)u = 0, OdsdL (1.2a) 
subject to 
u(O)=O=u(L). (1.2b) 
This formula demonstrates explicitly that the density function is deter- 
mined for a single set of boundary conditions by both the mode-number 
dependence of the eigenvalues and their functional dependence on length, 
in contrast to an earlier formula of Barcilon [2] which required spectral 
sequences for two suitable boundary configurations. 
As observed by Pranger [ 11, if p = 1 then o,(L)=nx/L and 
S(X) = (.u’/lr*) C( l/n*) = +u2/6, and one recovers p from (1.1). 
There is one continuous iso-spectral partner of the constant density case 
(as far as mode-number dependence is concerned) [3,4], viz. p(x) = 
(1+.X))” with o,(L) = (1 + L)(m/L), i.e., with different L-dependence. 
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Now s(x)=(x~/Ic*)(~ +.u))’ x (l/n’)=(x*/6)(1 +x-*; and from (1.1) we 
recover P(X). This shows clearly how different L-dependence, for the 
same n-dependence of the eigenfrequencies, leads to different density 
distributions. 
Remark 1. The theory which shows that constant and inverse 4th 
power density functions are iso-spectral partners also show that an inverse 
square dependence is its own iso-spectral partner. This is the other 
continuous density distribution which has a simple analytical dependence 
on mode number [S, p. 2231. For p(x)= (1 +.u))*, o:(L) = 
: + n’rc’/[log( 1 + L)]‘. Then S(X) involves x n’/[n’ + log*( 1 + .~)/(471’)]~, 
q= 2 and 3. (See, e.g., [6, p. 231.) Tedious but ultimately rewarding 
manipulations lead eventually to the recovery of P(X) as another example 
checking ( 1). 
Remark 2. One final illustration for continuous p may be of interest. 
For p(x) x xp, w,(L) a ~~‘/L”‘*‘), where V= l/(p + 2) (the previous case 
p = -2 is therefore not included here) and P!~” are the zeros of the Bessel 
function J,,. Then s(s) involves x [/A:‘] -* = 1/[4( 1 + v)] [7, p. 5951, and 
p(x) is recovered in (1). 
The eigenfrequency estimates w,, = an + b/n + . . in [l] leading to ( 1.1) 
for suitably smooth P(X) are not in general valid for discontinuous coef- 
ficient functions in (1.2a) [S]. It is therefore of interest to see whether 
Pranger’s formula ( 1.1) still holds, and at what types of points, in the case 
of discontinuous p(x). It may in fact be difficult to calculate the right-hand- 
side of (1.1) for such situations because the eigenvalues are in general roots 
of complicated transcendental equations and are not easily expressible 
explicitly in terms of mode number and string length. 
However, some systems with discontinuous density distributions have 
been discovered for which the eigenvalues are nevertheless analytically 
expressible for special configurations with specific relationships between 
discontinuity ratios and locations [9, lo]. Then perturbation expansions to 
second order about the corresponding string length will lead to expressions 
for w,(x) which may be inserted into formula (l.la) with (l.lb). 
Indeed, suppose a,,(/,) is the eigenfrequency spectrum for a string of 
length I, with certain density configuration, with known dependence on n 
and I,. For a small change in length 
L = I, -I- E, (1.3a) 
with specified p(x) in I, < .Y < L if E > 0, the eigenfrequencies to second 
order in E will be of the form 
co, = .Q,(f,) + P,E + Q,,E* + . . . . (1.3b) 
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where P,, and Qn are in principle obtainable from the eigenvalue equation 
for the system with length L, by perturbation expansions. Then (1.1) can 
be shown to read 
(1.4) 
where, if .Y = I, is a point of discontinuity in P(X), and E > 0, the derivatives 
in ( l.la) are interpreted as right-sided. 
2. DISCONTINUOUS DENSITY: EXAMPLES AT A POINT OF CONTINUITY 
2.1. Stepped String 
If 
P(X) = p, (constant), O<.U61, (2.la) 
= pz (constant), I, <.Y<I, (2.lb) 
with 
I,=/,(1 +,:‘Y,, (2.lc) 
where 
r=p,!p,. (2.ld) 
then the spectrum is pure harmonic ([9] with appropriate change of 
notation), 
Q, = n7(( 21, J&). (2.2) 
For a string of general length L > I,, with (2.la) and 
p(x) = pz (constant), I, <s< L, (2.3) 
the eigenvalue equation is (cf. [9]) 
(1 +J?) sin{o[I, vl~+(L-l,)v~~]} 
+ (1 -J) sin{o[I I\~-(L-4)&1)=0. (2.4) 
Inserting (1.3a) and (1.3b) into (2.4), the right-hand-side of (1.4) 
becomes 
(4/d) pz( 1 + JF,-’ 
(1 +3r+2& C (l/n’) 
+(1-3r+2$) Z (-l)‘+‘jn’ > 
=Pr (2.5) 
since the second sum above has value 7?/12. 
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Thus Pranger’s formula ( 1. I ) is validated at the point x = I, (2. lc), where 
p is continuous, notwithstanding the fact that the string is stepped. with 
p(s) discontinuous at x = I, c/0, 
2.2. Stepped, Imerse Fourth-Pobcer Density, 
If 
with 
p(x) = D,/( 1 + BY)‘, 06x<l, (2.6a) 
=DJ(l +B.u)‘, I, <x61, (2.6b) 
I,=!,(1 +\/%)/(l -&Il,), (2.6~) 
where 
R= D,/D,, (2.6d) 
then the spectrum is pure harmonic ([lo]: note the corrected power in 
(2.6a)L 
n,, = m( 1 + BI, )/(21, v/c,. 
For a string of general length L > I,, with (2.6a) and 
p(s) = D2/( 1 + BY)“, I, <.u< L 
the eigenvalue equation may be shown to be 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Using (1.3a) and (t.3b) and similar calculations as above, the right-hand- 
side of (1.4) is evaluated to be DJ( 1 + Blo)4 which is just p(x) at .Y =I, 
(2.6~). 
Thus (1.1) is verified at this point of continuity of p(x), even though the 
string has a discontinuity in the varying density distribution at .Y = I,. 
3. DISCONTINUOUS DENSITY: 
COUNTER-EXAMPLES AT A POINT OF DISCONTINUITY 
Whilst the two examples in Section 2 show that the formula (1.1) may 
also be valid at some points for some discontinuous density distributions, 
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it will not remain valid in general in this wider context because of the 
following phenomenon. 
3.1. Stepped String 
For a string with a single step in otherwise constant densities, if the 
second portion has small length E, then the frequency spectrum is the same 
as for a homogeneous string with the first constant density over the full 
length, through order 8’. Because of ( 1.3b), formula (1.1) will therefore fail 
within the small second portion. 
Explicitly, if P(X) = p, (constant), 0 <.x d lo, then 
Q,,(f,) = n+tlo J&l. (3.1) 
If p(.u) = p2 (constant), I, < .Y < L, then the frequency equation is (2.4) with 
I, replaced by I, and L=/,+E (1.3a) with E>O. (If E-CO, the string is 
homogeneous, so (1.1) is true as described in the Introduction.) Writing 
(1.3b) as 
OH= Q,(kJ + b,,, (3.2) 
the frequency equation becomes 
d - ,Jp,(fo+E)= -(n7c/1JE+O(E3) 
which is independent of pz through order E’. Then the right-hand-side of 
(1.1) evaluates via (1.4) to p, rather than pz. Indeed, from (3.3), 
o =A [~-(E/~~)+(E/~~)‘+O(E~)] 
I3 I” &I 
(3.4) 
as for a string of constant density p,, length (I, + E). 
Thus ( 1.1) clearly fails at the point I = /0 + 0 (with right-sided derivative 
being understood), and this case provides an explicit counter-example. 
3.2. Stepped, herse Fourth-Power Densit) 
Another analytically calculable counter-example is the case with 
p(.~)=D,,‘(l +B.x)~, Odxdl,, so 
Q,(M = nnc( 1 + Nd/(~o JK) (3.5) 
and p(x) = DJ( 1 + B.Y)~, I,<xd L with L=/,+E (E>O). Then the 
frequency equation is (2.9) with I, replaced by 1,. With (3.2), this becomes 
S,,fi(l+H,)-’ [1o+E/(l+Bf,)] 
+&(tl?‘&)(~+~&,~*[(1+~f,)-~&]=O(E3) (3.6) 
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(which is independent of D2). The right-hand-side of (1.1) may than be 
evaluated using (3.2), (1.3b), and (1.4) to yield D,;‘( 1 + B1,)4 = ~(1, -0) 
instead of D2/( 1 + BI,,)j= p(lO+O), even though E >O. It can also be 
verified that 
w,~=nn(l +BL)/(\/EJ)+O(&~) (3.7) 
as for an unstepped string, of density D, i:( 1 + B-u)“ and length L = I, + E. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The single-stepped string density functions, constant and inverse fourth 
power, in particular configurations, are known to yield analytical, in fact 
harmonic, spectra, and therefore constitute useful models for testing the 
extension of Pranger’s formula ( 1.1) to discontinuous configurations. In 
Section 2 we showed that, for a special point (at which the densities were 
continuous), Pranger’s formula remained valid in both cases for these 
discontinuous densities. These examples provide explicit realizations 
of Pranger’s concluding observation [I] that his formula (1.1) may be 
expected to hold under certain more general conditions than those listed 
for its initial proof. 
In Section 3, we considered a step to a small segment length at the end 
of a continuous density string (constant and inverse fourth power, which in 
the continuous case are harmonic). Then (1.1) was shown to fail to the 
right of the discontinuity in density; in both cases, the density thus 
retrieved was actually that to the left of the discontinuity. These contrary 
examples do not contradict (1.1) as proved in [I]: they provide counter- 
examples when the initial assumptions in [l] are relaxed. 
The above examples and counter-examples for Pranger’s formula may 
provide some guide as to how far the class of densities for which ( 1.1 f holds 
may be extended to include some types of discontinuities, and also perhaps 
how the formula itself might be generalized to encompass further discon- 
tinuities not presently accommodated. In any case, because of the explicit 
analytical nature of the special configurations dealt with here, they should 
provide key models upon which any future more general formulae could be 
tested. 
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